Structures of deoxy and oxy hemerythrin at 2.0 A resolution.
The crystallographic structure analyses of deoxy and oxy hemerythrin have been carried out at 2.0 A resolution to extend the low resolution views of the physiological forms of this oxygen-binding protein. Restrained least-squares refinement has produced molecular models giving R-values of 16.8% for deoxy (41,064 reflections from 10 A to 2.0 A) and 17.3% for oxy hemerythrin (40,413 reflections from 10.0 A to 2.0 A). The protein structure in each derivative is very similar to that of myohemerythrin and the various met forms of hemerythrin. The binuclear complex in each derivative retains an oxygen atom bridging the two iron atoms, but the bond lengths found in deoxy hemerythrin support the idea that, in that form, the bridge is protonated, i.e. the bridging group is a hydroxyl. Dioxygen binds to the pentaco-ordinate iron atom in deoxy hemerythrin in the conversion to oxy hemerythrin. The interatomic distances are consistent with the proposed mechanism where the proton from the bridging group is transferred to the bound dioxygen, stabilizing it in the peroxo oxidation state by forming a hydrogen bond between the peroxy group and the bridging oxygen atom.